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$5.99

NOVEMBER 2017INTENSE CARBINE

CATCH A BRAKE

BIG WHEELS,
BIG TRAVEL,
BIG DEAL!

WE TEST THE MAKE: SRAM,
SHIMANO, MAGURA, TRP

WE WERE
SUSPICIOUS,
BUT IT 
REALLY
WORKS

MARIN
WOLF RIDGE

TREK PROCALIBER
THE ESSENCE OF MOUNTAIN BIKING

www.mbaction.com
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YES, YOU
WILL GET
BETTER

TIPS,
TIPS,
TIPS:

WOLF RIDGE

TREK PROCALIBER
THE ESSENCE OF MOUNTAIN BIKINGTHE ESSENCE OF MOUNTAIN BIKING

TREK PROCALIBER



BIKE TEST   / MARIN WOLF RIDGE
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Deceptively playful: Several of our 
test riders were so distracted by 
the innovative and unique-looking 
suspension design that they didn’t 
realize this is a 29er. Only after a 
full day of riding did they notice 
that those wagon wheels can really 
be tossed around the fun lines, 
because the bike is built right.
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MARIN
WOLF

M arin is a company that’s been building bikes as long 
as we’ve been covering them, and that’s a long 
time—over 30 years. When Marin set out to build its 

new long-travel trailbike, it wanted something that drew from 
the company’s years of experience and would quench riders’ 
desires for suspension perfection. What Marin’s engineers 
came up with was a bike they claim can climb as well as it 
descends and shifts the paradigm that travel defines a bike’s 
category. Basically, the Wolf Ridge was built to rule any trail 
you can throw at it. We brought one of these unconvention-
al-looking carbon beauties to the trails in SoCal to see if it 
could live up to the impressive claims. 

WHO IS IT MADE FOR?
The Wolf Ridge is a long-travel machine, but that doesn’t 

mean it’s afraid to climb to the top of any hill and earn the 
descent. It’s as comfortable on fast and flowy terrain as it is 
on rough and rocky stuff. It could be pressed into doing some 
laps at the bike park, and while the weight and travel keep it 
from being a contender on an XC trail, it can certainly be com-
fortable there too. This bike can handle a wide range of trails.

RIDGE
An enduro bike that’s hungry 

like the wolf
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WHAT IS IT MADE FROM?
Marin builds the Wolf Ridge from unidirectional carbon fiber 

top to bottom, and it comes with 160 millimeters of travel. The 
designers partnered with a company called Nail’d that helped them 
dial in the unique and unconventional-looking suspension package. 
What they came up with is a system they claim is revolutionary. It 
is called Nail’d R3ACT 2PLAY. Basically, the multi-link suspension 
is designed to be active and plush but not make you miss 
your hardtail on the descents.

The Wolf Ridge also comes with the geometry 
numbers you’d expect on a new-school enduro bike, 
including a slack 66.5-degree head angle, relatively 
long front center and relatively short chainstays. 
Marin then adds niceties like Boost spacing front 
and rear, internal cable routing throughout and 
ample tire clearance.

WHICH COMPONENTS STAND OUT?
The Wolf Ridge Pro model comes to the 

table with a dialed SRAM 12-speed drivetrain 
and Fox suspension front and rear. It’s hard 
to poke a hole in either of those, as they have 
both provided nearly flawless performance 
on many of our test bikes. Marin then takes 
it slightly off the beaten path with E*thirteen 
wheels and WTB tires, both of which have also 
held up to our flogging, providing ample stiffness 
and traction.

HOW DOES IT PERFORM?
Suspension setup: The suspension is 

unique-looking, no question about it. Pull up to a 
trailhead with this thing and it’s going to cause some 
rubbernecking. The massive swingarm is bolted to the front 

Large and in charge: The swingarm on this bike is an eye-catcher. The oversized carbon piece keeps the rear end stiff 
and stable, and the elevated chainstay design keeps the noise at bay.
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triangle via two long aluminum rockers, which we initially thought 
would cause flex issues, but the bike proved stiff and predictable 
once on the trail, and the setup was surprisingly easy.

Moving out: The Wolf Ridge uses a long front triangle and 
short stem to keep the handling in check. While the standover 
height may not be the lowest in the category, it didn’t give any of 
our test riders an issue.

Climbing: Marin gave us an early version of the bike, one that 
came with a compression lever on the shock. The production 
models won’t have that, because Marin doesn’t believe the bike 
needs one thanks to some clever engineering with the suspension. 
We agree. We never felt the need to reach for the “climb switch” 
during our testing. The suspension delivered a solid platform for 
efficient climbing, even when set to full open. While it’s not the 
most efficient machine we’ve ever tested, it could certainly hang 
with most of the “enduro” bikes we’ve tested.

Cornering: This bike is slack and low, so it corners like a mini 
downhill bike. The front end is kicked out, but that only gives it 
more confidence on high-speed trails. In switchbacks, the short 
chainstays help to guide the otherwise slack bike through. 

Descending: The Wolf Ridge is hungry for the descents. The 
suspension is plush and active with no brake jack or pedaling 
input, meaning it works well whether you’re on the gas or on the 
brakes. While the linkage may look unconventional, it performs 
similarly to many other dual-link bikes we’ve tested. It can hang 
with the top bikes in its class, thanks to its predictable and plush 
performance.

TRICKS, UPGRADES OR TIPS?
The Wolf Ridge requires relatively high pressure in the shock 

to work properly. It is also very sensitive to small changes in 
pressure. We took several rides to dial in the feel at about 30-
percent sag, and that was nearly 30 psi higher than rider weight.

The Deity stem and handlebar have an excellent feel and a 
length and width that match the bike perfectly. Don’t worry about 
upgrading those any time soon.

And, don’t get hung up on the aesthetics of the Wolf Ridge. 
It works quite well.

Nailed it: Marin worked with an outside contributor to come up 
with the unique Nail’d suspension platform. It may look conven-
tional, but our test riders had some pretty positive things to say 
about it.

Modern design: The Wolf 
Ridge comes to the table with 
Boost spacing, internal cable 
routing and all the other nice-
ties you’d expect from a high-
end carbon frame.



$8600
31.6 pounds 
Large (18.2")
13.2"
17.2"
25"
66.5º
73.5º
30"
47.5"
160mm (6.3")
160mm (6.3")
Carbon fiber
Fox Float 36 Performance
Fox Float X2 factory
E*thirteen TRS Race Carbon (31m inner width)
E*thirteen TRSD Race (28 hole)
WTB Vigilante TCS Light (f) Breakout (r) (29x2.3")
WTB Volt Race
KS LEV SIO (150mm travel)
Deity DC31 Mohawk Carbon (787mm width, 15mm rise)
Deity Copperhead (35mm)
SRAM Guide Ultimate
None
SRAM XX1 Eagle
SRAM XX1 Eagle
SRAM XX1 Eagle
SRAM (34T)
SRAM XG-1299, 12-speed (10-50)
None (weighed with Shimano XT Trail)

MARIN WOLF RIDGE
Price
Weight
Frame tested
Bottom bracket height
Chainstay length
Top tube length
Head tube angle
Seat tube angle 
Standover height
Wheelbase
Suspension travel (f)
Suspension travel (r)
Frame material
Fork
Shock
Rims
Hubs
Tires
Saddle
Seatpost
Handlebar
Stem
Brakes
Front derailleur
Rear derailleur
Shifters
Crankset
Chainrings
Cassette
Pedals
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BUYING ADVICE
This is a solid bike. The huge swingarm is a polarizing feature, 

but it allowed Marin to develop a bike that pushes the envelope 
with a new suspension design that works quite well, especially for 
its intended purpose. This thing is more than happy to push uphill 
without punishing you and can shred the descents with plush 
travel and competent geometry. Its unconventional looks will win 
over many riders but will likely be panned by some. Either way, 
this thing is going to turn heads, and those turned heads will 
probably belong to riders you are ripping past. ❏

Big momentum: The big wheels 
and tires keep speed once they’re 
spinning, whether uphill or down. 
It’s your job to get them up to 
speed, though.

Modern geo: Marin builds this bike with a long front center 
that’s ripe for use with a short stem and long-travel drop-
per post. Just what the doctor ordered for an aggressive, 
long-travel 29er.
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